
June 23, 2000
Dear Brethren,

In connection with teaching church history during the 1998-1999 school year at the
I nstitute of Religion in Springfield Missouri I became interested in the location of the
"Holy City of Zion" referred to in History of the Church. (DHC 3:67-68; attachment 1)

According to the DHC, Joseph Smith and the others went to "Littlefield's halfway house"
just before establishing the location of the city. Apparently Brother Littlefield's
home/farm/store/(?) was called the "halfway house" because it was on the trail about
half way between Far West and Adam-Ondi-Ahman. A few months after Joseph
appointed the city site the Mormon settlers were driven out of Missouri.

The new city was called Seth on the map of Adam-Ondi-Ahman prepared by Bishop
Alanson Ripley of Far West. The map says that Adam-Ondi-Ahman was located 25
miles north of Far West and 13 miles north of Seth. (The Refiners Fire by Alvin R. Dyer,
166, 196; attachment 2)

The city may have been named in honor of Seth, the son of Adam, who may have lived
i n that area. My friend James Grandon has found several interesting references relating
to Seth or the people of Seth in ancient times. One of these is attached. (Attachment 3)

Since first reading about the lost "Holy City of Zion" in the DHC, I have felt a strong urge
to find it. Various duties and responsibilities have often taken priority, but I have done
additional research and exploration as time and resources allowed, and it seems that I
have been helped and guided in many instances.

My friend Doug Sheffield helped find a map in the Church Historical Department by
Thomas Bullock dated 1862 which shows several Missouri locations including Seth.
This map seems to show Seth as being four to five miles east of the area near Highway
J. However, the distances and physical features, including creek locations and names,
do not match the actual land layout and the USGS map, which raises doubts about the
Bullock map accuracy.

While working on this project I contacted Clark V. Johnson who is a professor at BYU.
He has written a book based on early Missouri Journals. He graciously agreed to try to
locate any journal entries which might help with the location of Seth. So far no
significant journal entries have been found. However, Brother Johnson did discover
i nformation which indicates that Thomas Bullock was never in Missouri, which would
certainly reflect on the reliability of his map. (See attachment 4)

The original plat record book in the Daviess County Recorder's office in Gallatin shows
that there was a settlement of Mormons west of Highway J, in Colfax Township, in the
Marrowbone Creek area. (Attachment 5) I assume that there is a copy of this plat map
in the Church Historical Department. The plat shows that the following Mormons were
land owners in the that area: James Bingham, John L. Butler, Francis C. Case, Philo
Dibble, James Emmett, John Freeman, Elisha H. Groves, Aaron Hart, Farnam Kinyon,
Owen H. McGee, Gardner Sherman, George W. Swarthout, Levi Taylor.



The area east of Highway J is in Sheridan Township. Additional LDS settlers were
probably there but no ownership records are available for this area prior the departure
of the Mormons. This area was known as "preemption lands" and it appears that the
early LDS settlers were forced to leave before their ownership rights were verifiable.

When I was in Northern Missouri during the Spring of 1999 I asked a few people if they
knew anything about Seth. One of them referred me to a man named David McEwen. I
contacted him and found that at that time he lived in Salt Lake City, and that he was a
former bishop. I also found that he owns property in the town of Kidder Missouri, which
is in southern Daviess County about half way between Far West and Adam-Ondi-
Ahman. Brother McEwen had a collection of information relating to Seth. He told me
that his research led him to believe that Seth was located near J Highway between
Marrowbone Creek and Dog Creek, a few miles north of Kidder.

Brother McEwen introduced me to a non-Mormon land owner in that area named Earl
Kennedy. Mr. Kennedy told us that his property, just west of Highway J including a
section of Marrowbone Creek, has been in his wife's family since her great grandfather
moved in, right after the "government made the property available." He also told us that
we were the first Mormons ever allowed on that property since the Mormons departed in
1838. I think he is willing to let us in now partly because he wants to sell some of his
property due to his age, and partly because friendship has been cultivated. He showed
us an old well and foundation rocks which he said were from the original Mormon
settlement. (Shown in the southwest corner of the Thomson survey, attachment 14) Mr.
Kennedy also showed us the unmarked grave mound of two pioneer children which was
shown him by his wife's grandfather, and which he has been careful not to disturb. He
also showed us a millstone and some long iron rods which he said were taken from his
highest field. He also told us that the old Mormon trail went through his property and
showed us where it crossed Marrowbone Creek. (See pictures, attachment 6)

Mr. Kennedy also showed us four large rocks which he said he found in his highest
field. He moved them in from where he found them and placed one at each corner of
the fence around his "hunting cabin." I asked him to show me the locations where he
found the rocks. He pointed out each spot and I marked them with stakes labeled V1,
V2, V3, and V4. Ken Thomson, a friend of mine who is a professor at Southwest
Missouri State University, has confirmed that the two red rocks on the south side are
quartzite and that the two gray rocks on the north are limestone. (See pictures
attachment 7) The staked area, marking approximately where Mr. Kennedy said he
found the rocks, is close to rectangular and oriented with the four sides facing North,
South, East, and West. Please refer to the attached USGS map to see the location.
(Attachment 8) It should be noted that this location is within the area owned by the
original early Mormon settlers. The size, shape, and orientation of the four rocks area
appears to be about the same as the city center at Far West and Adam-Ondi-Ahman. It
is possible that these rocks were the original survey markers for the city center of Seth,
which would include the temple site. It is also possible that they are coincidental.
Pictures of the area are attached. (See attachment 9)

The location of Littlefield's Halfway House has apparently never been identified, but
according to Lyman Omer Littlefield his father's property was on Dog Creek and
i ncluded about eighteen acres of corn fields. (Attachment 10) Dog Creek is about two
miles north of Marrowbone Creek. In September of 1999 my son Mike and I discovered



an old well near the end of a rolling field near Dog Creek. We also found what appears
to be an old wagon road going down to the creek. (Attachment 11) We think this is the
long lost "Littlefield Halfway House" location. This property is currently owned by a
friendly man named Tom Fuller, who lives in Lawson, Missouri. To see the location
please refer to the attached USGS map. (Attachment 8)
Last year during the 1999 SMSU spring break some of our institute students and
leaders had great experiences at Adam-Ondi-Ahman. We were especially interested in
the unmarked altar site on Spring Hill (as described in The Refiners Fire, 176-177;
attachment 12). On that same trip we were surprised to learn about the deep x-ray
survey at Far West and rejoiced to be among the first to stand in the newly rediscovered
Far West cemetery.
This year we decided to go in search of Seth. During spring break (2000) we went to the
locations previously identified and each participant was given a packet containing
historical information and maps. We split into groups and searched for wells,
foundations, artifacts, and wagon trails.

We found adventure, friendship, and many spiritual experiences. We also found what
appears to be remnants of a wagon trail between the Marrowbone settlement and the
proposed Littlefield area on Dog Creek. (As shown on the USGS Map, Attachment 8)
We also found and cataloged numerous artifacts which may help verify the locations.
We have not arranged for expert analysis. Would you like to have the artifacts? (See
pictures, attachment 13)
On the same excursion Professor Thomson helped us use professional equipment and
methods to survey the four rocks area of the Kennedy property. The survey report is
attached. It should be noted that the corner stakes mark the locations where Mr.
Kennedy said he found the four rocks years ago. The two rocks on the north were found
near the sloping edge of an unfenced side of the field and may have been previously
moved from original locations due to farming. The two rocks found on the south were
less likely to be moved because they were in more level spots at the fence line.
(Attachment 14)

It's inspiring to explore church history sites and exciting to search for the site of a Holy
City. I can't help wondering if there is more information about Seth which I have not
been able to find, or to which I do not have access. However, I am a teacher, not a
historian or archaeologist. Unless I am directed otherwise, I do not intend to spend
much more time IN SEARCH OF SETH.

I have not publicized any of the research or discoveries. I hope that our efforts will be
helpful in honoring those who have gone before and in preparing for the future.



THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
The Seventy

47 East South Temple Street, Salt Lake City, Utah 84150

July 12, 2000

Richard E. Turley, Jr.
Managing Director
Family and Church History Department

Dear Brother Turley:

Subject: City of Seth

Last year I received a phone call from Brother Gene Van Shaar, who is the director of
the Springfield Missouri Institute of Religion. He had been doing some of the site research
having to do with locating the city of Seth. At the time of our early conversation I asked him
to send me a copy of his report so that we might evaluate it and make a recommendation as
to its use. Within the last few weeks I have received from Brother Van Shaar a copy of the
report which is attached.

I have asked Elder Graham W. Doxey, inasmuch as we work together on some of the
properties in Western Missouri, to review Brother Van Shaar's report and give me his
evaluation. A copy of that report is also attached. It is the recommendation of Brother
Doxey and me, which is shared by Brother Van Shaar, that this information be given to the
Church Historical Department for whatever use they may wish to make of it.

If you have any questions that need further enlightenment please feel free to call me,
Elder Doxey, or Brother Van Shaar.

Sincerely yours,

cc: Elder H. Burke Peterson
Elder Graham W. Doxey

V'Brother Gene Van Shaar

H. Burke Peterson

Chad M. Orton
Archivist

Historical Department
Second Floor, East Wing
50 East North Temple Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84150-3800
Phone: 1-801-240-5943
Facsimile: 1-801-240-1845
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prodigy mail

From:

	

Clark Johnson <Clark Johnson@byu.edu >
To:

	

<doc@amk.com>
Sent:

	

Wednesday, September 01, 1999 9:53 AM
Subject: Seth

Hi Gene,
I appreciated so much you taking the time to visit with me when you were here. I feel badly that it took you away from
family, but I sure enjoyed the visit and especially the insights you gave me.

I spoke with John Clark one of the anthropologists at BYU about foundations.
Basically, dating a foundation depends upon the artifacts that you find near the foundation. Look for nails, pottery,

glass bottles, etc. He said, "If you find a coke can, it's obviously not very old." While the use of nails was rare because of
expense, he pointed out that there have been some very good studies made about nails, and you can date them. This would
also be true with bottles, pottery, etc. He suggested that when we find such items, that we contact Dale Burge (an
archeaologist here at the "Y"). Dale did the dig at the Smith cabin in New York.

I haven't been able to find Lamar yet. I will continue to work on it.
I did some research on the Thomas Bullock map that you shared with me. Thomas Bullock was born 23 Dec 1816 in

Leek, Staffordshire, Endgland (p. 229). He joined the church in England on 20 Nov 1841 (p. 230). He arrived at Nauvoo
on 31 May 1843 (p. 232). Thomas died 10 Feb 1885 in Salt Lake City (p. 283). Kate B. Carter, Our Pioneer Heritage
(Utah: Daughters of the Utah Pioneers, 1965), 8:229-296).

It's true that Thomas Bullock served several mission for the church, but I found no evidence of him every passing
through Missouri. I know that he served as a personal secretary to the prophet Joseph Smith. The rational that I can find
for his drawing a map relating the citites to one another in Missouri is that he did so from descriptions given to him by the
prophet and others who participated in the Missouri experience. I hope this helps.

My best to you.

Clark
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Page from the plat book which shows the original
entries of first settlers in Marrowbone Creek area.
We have a copy if needed.

Attachment 5



Attachment 6A

I dentified by Earl Kennedy as old Mormon well.
It is in the in southwest corner of four rocks area.

Dave McEwen and Earl Kennedy (white shirt)
standing near foundation stone near well.



Earl Kennedy pointing out grave mound of two
pioneer children.

Millstone Kennedy found west of four rocks area.

Attachment 6B



Probable Marrowbone Creek wagon trail crossing.

Attachment 6C



Southwest corner rock.

Mike Van Shaar by southeast corner rock now
moved to southeast corner of hunting cabin lot.

Attachment 7A



Northeast corner rock.

Northwest corner rock.

Attachment 7B





View of four rocks area looking south.

View of four rocks area looking north. Kennedy is
showing McEwen where he found the long iron rods.

Attachment 9



Lyman Omer Littlefield (November 22, 1819-
Reminiscences (1888), p.33-34

Soon after the departure of Joseph, an
opening was presented for the Saints to settle in
the two new counties of Caldwell and Daviess.
Caldwell joined Clay County on the north and
Daviess lay still north, joining Caldwell.
Splendid opportunities were afforded the
brethren in that new region for pre-empting land
and making themselves homes, which
opportunity they availed themselves of and went
to work with energy to make themselves
comfortable.

That country abounded in delightful
locations. A high rolling prairie, with a black
loam soil, interspersed with groves of timber and
producing in many places heavy crops of
delicious grasses for stock grazing or for the
cutting of hay, and watered here and there by
clear streams of running water--made it a
desirable region for settlers on the public
domain. Upon a delightful and sightly location
the city of Far West was surveyed and soon a
beautiful and thriving town sprang up as if by
magic. The Latter-day Saints, with their habits
of industry and thrift, in a little time were

Lyman Omer Littlefield (November 22, 1819- )
Reminiscences (1888), p. 97-105

Soon after the occurrence of the
incidents, as related at the Liberty Jail, my friend
Samuel Kingsley, his wife and sisters, left for
Illinois. I was uneasy in mind concerning the
condition of my remaining friends in Caldwell
and Daviess Counties, and obtained leave of
absence from the printing office in order to take
a trip there and see for myself their true
condition.

At Far West the principal buildings
stood intact, but many of the private dwellings
were not occupied by their owners and builders.
Those of the inhabitants still there were

City of Seth

established in comfortable and happy homes and
the voice of praise and thankfulness to the
Almighty was heard in their abodes and in
newly erected places of worship.

In August, 1836, the Saints commenced
settling in Caldwell County. My father moved
there and selected a place about two miles south
of Far West, on the road leading to Liberty, Clay
County. In addition to opening a farm, he
formed a partnership with Mr. Calvin Graves,
and purchased a stock of dry goods and family
groceries and commenced business in Far West.
Also, they took a stock of goods to Grand River,
in Daviess County. In both of these places they
were selling many goods and prospering. About
this time the writer left the printing office and
clerked in the store at Far West.

Father purchased a farm on Dog Creek,
about half way between Far West and Adam-
ondi-Ahman, which was generally called the
"half way house," where he moved his family,
but still continuing to sell goods. (Lyman
Littlefield Reminiscences (1888), p. 33-34.)

preparing to go upon their forced exit, as the
gubernatorial mob edict had fixed the time when
they must depart.

I contemplated, with sadness, the change
that had taken place in such a brief period of
time. Those residences where I had passed
happy hours and months, with the friends of my
youthful prime, were deserted and desolate. My
feet, as I stepped towards the thresholds where
once I met with friendly greetings, awoke no
responsive echoes. The voices of my young
associates pronounced no word of tender
recognition. The hand of affection was not there



to grasp mine, as in the past. Those smiling faces
that once beamed with gladness at my coming,
while the eye sparkled with brightness and
bosoms heaved with emotions of fidelity--alas,
where were they all? My God! Why were they
not there? The cruel truth full well I knew and
my spirit was crushed! They were gone to hunt
an asylum from oppression! Was not that the
new city our parents had built? Had they not
acquired lawful titles to the soil? Was not that
their country and rightful place of abode? Yes,
but they were what the world call "Mormons,"
and such, in the estimation of a cruel, wicked
populace, had no rights that should be regarded.

That townsite--Far West--and as far as
the eye could extend over the rolling prairie
towards the four points of the compass--was not
marked by a single habitation for the abode of
man, when our people halted their wagons and
pitched their tents there in 1836. But within the
short period of their residence, the scene had
been transformed, as if by the hand of magic,
and small towns, settlements and farm houses
with their accompanying improvements,
heightened the broad and dappled beauty of the
undulating landscape, exhibiting evidences of
the industry and skill of the hunted and ever-
toiling Mormon people.

A short time previous I had looked over
this romantic region with pride, hope and
inspiring joy, but now with emotions of sadness,
despondence and grief. Wherever I turned,
loneliness and desolation were unbroken by any
feature calculated to awaken cheerfulness or
mollify the tendency to despondence. My people
were not there! They had left their homes empty
and desolate--all save a few, and they were
struggling to prepare for the dreary journey. The
houses, nearly all, were in the midst of stillness--
save the sweet melody of birds, which fell upon
my ear like a requiem dirge. No axmen were in
the enclosures or groves; no curling smoke arose
from the chimneys, indicative of bright firesides
and tempting repasts; the voices of bleating
lambs and lowing herds sent forth no echoes
upon the ambient air. No, not even the barking
of the faithful watchdog broke the monotonous
silence.

At that time, what was missed more than
all else were the voices of the loved ones which
had saluted me in the past. Their cheerful music

was hushed and the melody of their Sabbath
orisons no more sent up anthems of praise into
the ears of the God of Sabbaoth. Alas, where
were they all? The forms of those early
associates, those trustworthy young men, and the
rosy-cheeked bevies of happy girls--once so
vivacious and merry-hearted--indeed, where
were they? Once we mingled there, in life's
halcyon prime; but not I walked alone and the
happy past lived but in memory. The aged, also,
with gray heads and bent forms, the mother with
the suckling babe and the father with his group
of plodding boys--all, all had left, and at that
hour were on the weary march, exiled and cast
out from the homes their hands had built, and
from the streets they had surveyed and converted
into thoroughfares for enterprise and traffic. In
the midst of those scenes, endeared by so many
tender memories, I felt as a stranger, and almost
as an intruder; for why should I be there, and
they, the owners, ejected and driven away? That
hour, though peculiar, was full of interest as the
past and future were contemplated.

To me, that was an interesting spot. A
great future awaits it. Twenty-five miles to the
north, on the north side of Grand River, was
Adam-ondi-Ahman, the place where Adam built
an altar, offered sacrifice, and blessed his
posterity. Also, that "is the place where Adam
shall come to visit his people, or ;the Ancient of
days shall sit, as spoken of by Daniel the
prophet." D&C 116 "I beheld till the thrones
were cast down, and the Ancient of days did sit,
whose garment was white as snow, and the hair
of his head like the pure wool: his throne was
like the fiery flame, and his wheels as the
burning fire. A fiery stream issued and came
forth from before him: thousand thousands
ministered unto him, and ten thousand times ten
thousand stood before him: the judgment was
set, and the books were opened." Daniel 7:9-10

About fifty miles from there, in a
southerly direction, the center stake of Zion is
yet to be organized and a magnificent city and
temple built, by command of the Almighty, at
Independence, Jackson County. Far West will
then cast off its gloomy aspect, for it will be
rebuilt by the Saints and a temple erected there,
the cornerstone for which is already laid.
Concerning the erection of this house unto the
Lord, and also the building up of Far West, the



reader will please read Section 115, Doctrine
and Covenants. Let the reader especially note
this language made use of in the sacred
revelation: "Let this city, Far West, be a holy
and consecrated land unto me, and it shall be
called most holy, for the ground upon which
thou standest is holy."

Yes, I have looked upon that land when
it was the peaceful abode of the Saints, who had
found refuge there from Jackson and Clay
Counties, from Kirtland and many other places.
It was a delightsome country to look upon. It
had been but little inhabited for hundreds of
years, perhaps ever since the Jaredite and
Nephite nations dwelt there. The chances favor
the idea that its soil had not been stained with
human blood, at least since the era just alluded
to, unless the "red men of the forest" have since
that early period, made that the scene of some
bloody strife. But when Joseph stood there, on
April 6, 1838, the Lord said, "the land" on which
he stood was "holy." We may hope from this
that the delightful region had escaped much of
the pollutions of all the races that have dwelt
upon it since Father Adam offered sacrifice upon
the time-ruined altars of Adam-ondi-Ahman.

While the Latter-day Saints dwelt there,
a great majority of them, at least, tried to walk
circumspectly before the Lord and serve Him.
Lucifer, the arch enemy of Christ, was not
pleased that this should continue, and so
inflamed the hearts of the people against them
that the strength of the wicked were marshaled
and drove them from their inheritances.
Inasmuch as this was the case, the Lord, so far
as the Saints are concerned, will not hold them
responsible, because His house is not built at Far
West and the residue of His people are not
gathered there, and because that beautiful
country is not filled with cities and those
sanctuaries of worship which He is ever pleased
to accept at the hands of a sanctified people. But
there is a most glorious future in store for that
and other portions of the Land of Zion, to be
revealed at the appointed times, when the Saints
shall return with strength and wisdom sufficient
to obey His laws and build up the waste places,
that Zion may arise and put on her beautiful
garments.

A few miles north from Far West,
towards my father's rightful home--the "half-

way house," as it was called--I found that
persecuted parent. He had fled with his family
from his home, a few miles, and in a retired spot
in the woods, had constructed a rude cabin by
rolling together some logs. He had put chinking
between the logs and filled the openings with
moistened earth, as well as he could, to make it
warm and protect his family from the cold and
piercing winds which were already there as the
preludes of winter. My heart sank within me!
Was that indeed my father's home? Was there
nothing left to him of his home comforts?
Nothing to smooth his way or sooth his bodily
pains, now that he had performed a weary march
over the summit of life and was, with feeble
step, descending the downward path that led to
his final rest! Was it really true that an honest
man, an upright citizen and peaceable neighbor,
because of his religious convictions, was forced
to seek shelter in a wilderness, there to combat
the rugged blasts of winter, as best he could, in
the noble endeavor to preserve the lives of wife
and dependent children!

With an aching heart I watched his
form, already beginning to bend under the
effects of a life of weary toil, and discovered in
the halting movement of his limbs the growing
effects of that rheumatic affection which, though
hereditary at first, had now been inflamed
because of the exposures and extra toil forced
upon him by a relentless mob. And that
shapeless hut was his present abode, and the
tyrannical edict was that, before he could again
enjoy the sheltering consolations of a
comfortable home, he must build it under the
protective sympathies of a more loyal people.

A little from that improvised abode was
a warmer and more comfortable house, a farm
where eighteen acres of splendid Missouri corn
and other products had been raised by him that
season. All the conveniences there were
rightfully his. He had acquired a lawful privilege
to possess it in peace. But the cavalry of the mob
had trampled down the nutritive substance of his
fields and wasted the remunerative increase of
the summer toil. He had ventured back under the
cover of night--his dreary way being lit by the
dim moon--and stole away a few loads of his
own corn. This furnished him with bread which
kept his family from starving while he remained
there. To accomplish this, he dried the corn,



Gene Van Shaar pointing out well at proposed Littlefield
location. Trail starts at edge of trees in background.

Trail between well and Dog Creek.

Attachment 11A



Another view of trail.

View of lower corn field from trail.

Attachment 11 B





Left to right

Front row--Sister McMillan, Tracie Tabor, Shirley Hatch,
Leslie Koenen, Sheila Klein, Benita Steinbrink

2nd row--Pamala Arnett, Julianne Baker, Brian Bushman,
Yendri Cerda Guzman, Jeanie Barney, Kelly Bock, Erin Lyman,
Bethany Elliott, Timothy Herd, Ken Thomson

3rd row--Mike Van Shaar, Elder McMillan, Jason Compton,
Lane Callahan, Barbra Van Shaar, Bishop Gene Van Shaar, Jason Grout

Back row--Doug Himes, Bishop Danny Brown, Randell Hatch



Possible wagon trail.

Possible wagon trail.



Artifacts found near Kennedy well and foundation.

Artifacts found near proposed Littlefield well..







TRAVERSE POINTS FOR SETH PROJECT

Attachment 14C

No North East Elev Notes
1 5000 5000 100 Highway Bench Mark
2 5000 5000 300
3 5838.5882 4983.0116 88.4448 Highway Bench Mark
4 4438.7151 5000.7388 83.4192 tray. Point
5 3468.2733 4309.9019 58.9864 tray. Point
6 3121.2964 3954.9273 39.4859 tray. Point
7 2657.8098 3729.5425 60.0136 tray. Point
8 2087.7068 2065.7283 44.0343 tray. Point
9 1434.1574 3204.0850 96.1106 tray. Point
10 1335.2074 2996.1522 88.8727 nw cor temple site
11 1324.3564 3219.3325 99.2832 sw cor earl
12 1407.3322 3211.2275 97.7812 nw cor earl
13 1419.2379 3309.3207 95.4760 ne cor earl
14 1424.5108 3386.2778 89.4389 ne cor temple site
15 838.0466 3084.8350 106.4848 tray. Point
16 657.1234 2958.0218 108.5104 sw cor temple site
17 711.2845 3022.1256 110.0452 well east
18 705.2598 3017.1151 110.0205 well south
19 712.0411 3014.1650 110.2831 well west
20 713.5378 3018.7525 110.2913 well north
21 732.4633 3026.1452 108.7566 corner foundation
22 642.3003 3314.7073 95.5960 se cor temple site
23 1337.6359 3320.9513 96.3046 se cor earl
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